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ABSTRACT
Multimodal Representation Learning is a multi-disciplinary research field which aims
to integrate information from multiple communicative modalities in a meaningful
manner to help solve some downstream task. These modalities can be visual, acoustic,
linguistic, haptic etc. The interpretation of ’meaningful integration of information
from different modalities’ remains modality and task dependent. The downstream
task can range from understanding one modality in the presence of information from
other modalities, to that of translating input from one modality to another. In
this thesis the utility of multimodal representation learning for understanding one
modality vis-a`-vis Image Understanding for Visual Reasoning given corresponding
information in other modalities, as well as translating from one modality to the other,
specifically, Text to Image Translation was investigated.
Visual Reasoning has been an active area of research in computer vision. It en-
compasses advanced image processing and artificial intelligence techniques to locate,
characterize and recognize objects, regions and their attributes in the image in order
to comprehend the image itself. One way of building a visual reasoning system is
to ask the system to answer questions about the image that requires attribute iden-
tification, counting, comparison, multi-step attention, and reasoning. An intelligent
system is thought to have a proper grasp of the image if it can answer said ques-
tions correctly and provide a valid reasoning for the given answers. In this work how
a system can be built by learning a multimodal representation between the stated
image and the questions was investigated. Also, how background knowledge, specif-
ically scene-graph information, if available, can be incorporated into existing image
understanding models was demonstrated.
Multimodal learning provides an intuitive way of learning a joint representation
between different modalities. Such a joint representation can be used to translate
i
from one modality to the other. It also gives way to learning a shared representation
between these varied modalities and allows to provide meaning to what this shared
representation should capture. In this work, using the surrogate task of text to
image translation, neural network based architectures to learn a shared representation
between these two modalities was investigated. Also, the ability that such a shared
representation is capable of capturing parts of different modalities that are equivalent
in some sense is proposed. Specifically, given an image and a semantic description of
certain objects present in the image, a shared representation between the text and the
image modality capable of capturing parts of the image being mentioned in the text
was demonstrated. Such a capability was showcased on a publicly available dataset.
ii
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
Everyday, humans are exposed to sources of information in the real world that con-
stitute multiple modalities at the same time. Here ”modality” refers to certain type
of information and/or the representation format in which the information is stored.
These include, but are not limited to, textual, aural, visual, spatial or linguistic re-
sources. For e.g., a multimedia web content on the internet is often composed of some
text description accompanied by images and audio-visual content. Usually these are
composed together to increase or test our reception of an idea or a concept. Humans
find it very easy to assimilate these sources of information and perform very complex
tasks ranging from visual reasoning and scene understanding, to that of tasks that
require translation between two modalities. This capability to perform translation
also lends them the ability to imagine examples in one modality given corresponding
information in other modalities.
For instance, just a mere glance at the image in Figure 1.1, humans are able to
extract tremendous amount of information pertaining to the visual scene. We can
look at the image and immediately point out that there are ”two birds sitting on a
wooden branch”. We can describe the various attributes of the birds, as well as detail
about the activities that they are performing. Now given the question in Figure 1.1,
which is an input from another modality, we promptly perform tasks starting from
attribute identification based upon object mentions in the text i.e. identifying the
orange, spatial attention and logical operations to identify the bird at the right of the
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orange, and finally attribute identification to find the color of the bird’s belly. Thus,
by performing such integration of information from these two modalities along with
multi-hop reasoning, we come to the conclusion that the answer should be ”white”.
Figure 1.1: Assimilation of Information from Multiple Modalities Can Help Us
Perform Multiple Tasks Such as Visual Reasoning or Multimodal Translation.
We also see no problem in combining our imaginative abilities to that of reasoning
capability. For example, if someone asked us to imagine for the bird on the right to
have yellow colored belly instead of white, we would be able to picture that with ease.
1.2 Challenges
Since it becomes second nature for humans to perform these tasks, we sometimes
tend to forget how difficult it would be for a machine to do the same. Digesting data
coming from diverse sources of information feels native to us. But for a computer,
these different modalities have very different representations. For example, an image
is nothing but a large array of real valued numbers specifying the intensity of various
pixel values. It usually forms a very dense representation. Similarly, a text is a
series of characters stored in memory as one or two bytes. But unlike images, text
is usually represented in a discrete and sparse form. Thus combining such different
representations into one model is not straightforward. Also, a machine has no notion
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of the semantic concept of ”birds” or ”orange” or the color ”white” or ”yellow”. The
ability to perform scene understanding to be able to carry out visual reasoning or
the capacity to envision new scenarios is not inherent to computers. One way to
go around solving this is to train learning models with a large and diverse amount
of data. Even though there has been a spike in the amount of data available for
single modalities, there is still a dearth of data for multimodal systems. Moreover,
the data currently present to train these models are noisy and often times has a lot
of missing information making it difficult to make good one-to-one correspondance
between modalities.
1.3 Motivation
Lending a machine the capability of comprehending information from heteroge-
neous sources, the ability to integrate these varied pieces of information and to be able
to extract value from it has both academic motivations and practical applications.
From a theoretical point of view, it’s interesting to understand how this aptitude has
emerged in humans over time. It gives us a playground to test out various hypothesis
coming from psychology, cognitive and neurosciences that try to explain the emer-
gence and subsequent development of this phenomenon in humans. This in turn can
help us create systems that shows facsimile towards human abilities, something that
has been a long standing goal of AI. It also allows us to see how advances in other
fields such as mathematics, biology, physics etc. can help create computer models
that assimilate diverse data while providing exploitable properties on how this data
is represented internally.
From a practical standpoint, there are diverse applications where introduction of
this ability can be helpful. For example, researchers on the pursuit of finding life on
other planets have to constantly make sense of copious amounts of data coming from
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sources such as infrared cameras, infrared spectographs, acoustic waves etc. where
most of the samples are noise. A machine with this ability can help them quickly
weed out undesirable examples and refocus their time on viable ones. This can also
help in development of assistive technologies such as language translation models for
both aural and linguistic modalities which can help break the language barrier. It can
help in developing robust document understanding and web content analysis systems,
better recommendation engines, automatic closed caption generations systems etc.
This can also be used to better predict the occurrence of natural disasters as well as
expedite medical diagnosis thus helping us to save lives.
1.4 Recent Progress
The last decade has witnessed a remarkable expansion of research in machine learn-
ing and neural networks. Deep neural nets have been around for more than 30 years,
but standard training methods have serious limitations when used on architectures of
more than 2 layers. With the advent of better training mechanism, higher compute
power and abundance of both labeled and unlabeled data, the field has gained an
unprecedented popularity. Several new areas such as meta-learning, explainability
in deep learning, networks with memory, few-shot learning etc., have developed, and
some previously established areas like generative models, reinforcement learning etc.
have gained new momentum.
Deep learning, sometimes referred to as representation learning, has enabled us
to learn higher level representations of data from a single modality using non-linear
mappings. This has opened up ways of combining depictions of heterogeneous data
in a more abstract sense. Furthermore, this has enabled us to train parts of our
multimodal systems on single modality data and later combine their abstract repre-
sentations in the form of ”embeddings” in an end-to-end learning paradigm to fulfill
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our goal of solving the downstream task. We have leveraged these properties in this
work to solve visual reasoning and multi-modal translation tasks.
1.5 Contributions and Outline
In this thesis we mainly develop neural network models that consume and align
two modalities viz. images and natural language to perform visual reasoning and text
to image translation tasks.
In Chapter 2, we give a brief historical view of prior research on multimodal
systems.
In Chapter 3, we present an end-to-end neural architecture that combines im-
ages and natural language to perform visual reasoning. We showcase how additional
knowledge, if present, in the form of scene-graph information can be integrated with
existing neural network architectures. We first convert this auxiliary information into
pre-processed spatial masks using probabilistic reasoning mechanism. We then utilize
the knowledge distillation paradigm to fuse this additional knowledge into existing
models. We show how this multimodal fusion allows us to solve visual reasoning tasks
and how the inclusion of external knowledge provides a performance boost on two
publicly available datasets namely CLEVR and Sort-of-Clevr.
In Chapter 4, we provide an end-to-end neural network architecture that per-
forms translation between modalities. Specifically, we showcase how a natural lan-
guage sentence providing a semantic description of an image can be imagined to
generate new images. For this, we train a multimodal network that learns a shared
embedding space between the images and the natural language descriptions. We
show the viability of our model to translate from text to corresponding images on the
publicly available Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011 dataset.
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Chapter 2
BACKGROUND
Multimodal learning has been an active area of research since the early 1970s. The
field in general has been investigated by multiple communities spanning various
modalities. The initial forray was made by psychologists trying to device new meth-
ods for psychotherapy and to answer how human decision making has evolved over
time. They worked with multiple modalities including sound, taste, touch, appear-
ance, aroma, attention, memories and preferences. The seminal work in this field was
done by psychologist Arnold Lazarus, who originated the term behaviour therapy
in psychotherapy and developed the practice of Multimodal therapy (Lazarus et al.,
1976). It is based on the idea that humans are biological beings that think, feel,
act, sense, imagine, and interact—and that psychological treatment should address
each of these modalities, both separately and together. Over time, the field has been
adopted by multiple other communities. Computational approaches trying to learn
and exploit representations directly from data have become a germane part of the
research.
Prior research on multimodal learning can be divided into the following four eras:
• The behavioural era from 1970s until early 1980s.
• The computational era from late 1980s until 2000.
• The interaction era between 2000-2010.
• The deep learning era from 2010 until present
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2.1 Behavioural Era
As stated, the behavioural era was pioneered by psychologists. Arnold Lazarus de-
veloped multimodal behaviour therapy (Lazarus et al., 1976). The field later evolved
into looking at integration of multi-sensory signals by humans for decision making
(Mulligan and Shaw, 1980). The research also explored how humans are able to
detect invariant relations between multiple modalities. Specifically, (Bahrick, 1983)
looked into how infants can detect a relationship between the soundtracks and films
of rigid and elastic objects in motion. Some researchers also delved into finding expla-
nations behind various cognitive phenomenon. Most of these were related to language
and gestures. One of the seminal works, now known as the McGurk effect (McGurk
and MacDonald, 1976), looked into the perceptual phenomenon that demonstrates
an interaction between hearing and vision in speech perception. This motivated the
development of audio-visual speech recognition systems in the mid 1980s.
2.2 Computational Era
The computational era was spearheaded by the development of Audio-Visual
Speech Recognition (AVSR) systems. The first AVSR system (Petajan, 1984) tried
to combine lipreading from videos to enhance speech recognition capabilities of the
model. It showed how the integration of acoustic and visual recognition candidates
resulted in a final recognition accuracy which greatly exceeded any model trained
only on acoustic recognition at that time. As computing devices started to prolifer-
ate in the mainstream market, various other works in this era were at the juncture of
multimodal learning and human computer interaction. This led to the study of de-
signing and evaluating new computer systems where human interact through multiple
modalities, including both input and output modalities.
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With the efficient adaptation of the backpropagation algorithm for neural networks
(Werbos, 1981; Parker, 1985; LeCun, 1985) and the demonstration of emergence of
useful internal representations in their hidden layers (Rumelhart and Zipser, 1986;
Rumelhart et al., 1986), neural networks were starting to gain momentum again.
(Fels and Hinton, 1993) was one of the first works that tried to show the potential
of multilayer neural networks for adaptive interfaces. More specifically, they tried
to show neural networks viability for a multimodal translation task between hand-
gestures and speech systems. As multimedia content started becoming the norm, it led
to the need for creating a searchable library that could combine all of the componets
of a multimedia document i.e. speech, image and natural language. The Informedia
Digital Video Library Project (Wactlar et al., 1996) was one of the first ones to
inteliggently combine these modalities to create a full-content searchable digital video
library.
The major algorithms used by these systems were based upon graphical mod-
els. Neural Ntworks, Hidden Markov Models and their variants became staples of
these projects. Their successors are still the predominant techniques utilized for the
development of such systems.
2.3 Interaction Era
The interaction era was mainly centered around the interaction between humans
and machines that had access to multimodal sources of information. One of the ear-
liest works in this was the Augmented Multi-Party Interaction project (McCowan
et al., 2005) that was concerned with the development of technology to support hu-
man interaction in meetings, and to provide better structure to the way meetings
were run and documented. This led to the creation of 100+ hours of fully synchro-
nized audio-visual recordings of the meetings that were transcribed and annotated.
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With the improvement of speech recognition and understanding systems, there was a
push to realize personalized cognitive assistants that learns from it’s interaction with
humans. The Cognitive Assistant that Learns and Organizes (CALO) project was
among the first venture towards this direction. It attempted to integrate numerous AI
technologies at that time to create a Personalized Assistant that Learns (PAL). The
ability to extract information from a persons online social network (Culotta et al.,
2005) which included interaction with multimedia content was baked into such sys-
tems. They further pushed the frontiers in speech recognition and understanding
using multimodal information (Tur et al., 2008). Interestingly, Apple’s SIRI was a
spin-off from this project.
Multimedia information retrieval also gained momentum in this era. As machine
learning became ubiquitous, researchers started developing models that were capable
of performing high-level feature extraction from various media and to combine them
to create content retrieval systems. Annual competitions such as Digital Video Re-
trieval hosted at NIST also promoted the research in this field. Dynamic Bayesian
Networks like asynchronous hidden markov models (Bengio, 2003a,b), conditional
random fields (Lafferty et al., 2001) along with other machine learning techniques
became the workhorses of such systems.
2.4 Deep Learning Era
As mechanisms to realize efficient training of neural networks beyond few layers
were introduced, starting with greedy layer-wise training with Restricted Boltzman
Machines (RBMs) followed by fine-tuning (Bengio et al., 2007), work in deep learning
started showing promising results related to extraction of useful representations in
single modality tasks (Hinton and Salakhutdinov, 2006; Salakhutdinov and Hinton,
2009). With the advent of large-scale multimodal datasets as well as the rise in com-
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pute power of modern systems and graphic processing units (GPUs), deep learning
started to become a viable option for learning representations from data. One of the
pioneering work related to multimodal deep learning was done by (Ngiam et al., 2011).
Here, the authors looked into aligning audio-visual data to learn cross-modality fea-
tures and showcased that better features for one modality (e.g., video) can be learned
if multiple modalities (e.g., audio and video) are present at feature learning time.
They also showed ways to learn a shared representation between modalities and eval-
uated it on single-modality tasks. This led to further introduction of multiple new
competitions and multimodal corpora to push the research frontier. These included
the Audio-Visual Emotion Challenge, Emotion Recognition in the Wild Challenge,
Image and Video Captioning competitions and Visual Question Answering tasks.
As generative models saw a resurgence by the introduction of Generative Adver-
sarial Networks (Goodfellow et al., 2014), Variational Autoencoders (Kingma and
Welling, 2013) and Autoregressive models (Oord et al., 2016), researchers started
showing impressive results in generating single modality samples in both conditional
and unconditional settings. Soon, these models saw their applications in multimodal
domain in tasks such as image to image translation (Isola et al., 2017; Zhu et al.,
2017a,b; Liu et al., 2017), text to image translation (Reed et al., 2016b; Zhang et al.,
2017a), visual dialogue systems (Massiceti et al., 2018; Jain et al., 2018) etc.
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Chapter 3
VISUAL REASONING AND MULTIMODAL REPRESENTATION
3.1 Introduction
The task of visual reasoning tests an AI system’s capability to combine knowledge
from multimodal domains in order to solve problems that require complex multi-step
reasoning. It is usually tackled by solving the surrogate task of Visual Question An-
swering (VQA), which aims to combine efforts from three broad sub-fields namely
image understanding, language understanding, and reasoning and is often considered
as ”AI complete” (Antol et al., 2015). In VQA, a system is provided with an input im-
age and a question is posed against that image. Humans usually tackle this problem
by combining our ability to perform semantic concept identification, attribute iden-
tification, counting, multi-step attention, comparison and logical operations between
identified concepts. For a machine, it is the AI systems job to analyze the image and
the question, and reason about how to answer this question correctly. At times, ad-
ditional information about the scene depicted in the image is available. It behooves
the system to be able to utilize this information during training and leverage the
learned representation during testing. To explicitly assess the reasoning capability of
visual reasoning systems, several specialized datasets have been proposed that em-
phasize specifically on questions requiring complex multiple-step reasoning (CLEVR
(Johnson et al., 2016), Sort-of-Clevr (Santoro et al., 2017)) or questions that require
reasoning using external knowledge (Wang et al., 2017). However, current state-of-
the-art methods do not leave room for integrating such external knowledge. Several
researchers (Lake et al., 2016; LeCun, 2017) in their works have pointed out the
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necessity of explicit modeling of such knowledge. This necessitates considering the
following issues:
• What kind of knowledge is needed?
• Where and how to get them?
• What kind of reasoning mechanism to adopt for such knowledge?
Figure 3.1: (a) An Image and a Set of Questions from the CLEVR Dataset. Ques-
tions Often Require Multiple-step Reasoning, for Example in the Second Question,
One Needs to Identify the Big Sphere, Then Recognize the Reference to the Brown
Metal Cube, Which Then Refers to the Root Object, That Is, the Brown Cylinder.
(b) An Example of Spatial Knowledge Needed to Solve a CLEVR-type Question.
To understand the kind of external knowledge required, we investigate the CLEVR
dataset proposed in (Johnson et al., 2016). This dataset explicitly asks questions that
require relational and multi-step reasoning. An example is provided in Fig. 3.1(a).
In this dataset, the authors create synthetic images consisting of a set of objects
that are placed randomly within the image. Each object is created randomly by
varying its shape, color, size and texture. For each image, 10 complex questions
are generated. Each question inquires about an object or a set of objects in the
image. To understand which object(s) the question is referring to, one needs to
decipher the clues that are provided about the property of the object or the spatial
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relationships with other objects. This can be a multiple-step process, that is: first
recognize object A, that refers to object B, which refers to C and so on. The failure
cases of the current state-of-the-art works on this dataset often points to the lack of
complex commonsense knowledge such as, the front of cube should consist of front of
all visible side of cubes. These examples point that spatial commonsense knowledge
might help answer questions such as in Fig. 3.1(b). Even though procuring such
knowledge explicitly is difficult, we observe that parsing the questions and additional
scene-graph information can help “disambiguate” the area of the image on which a
phrase of a question focuses on.
In this chapter, we provide a framework, composed of neural network modules,
built in an end-to-end manner that is not only capable of carrying out the task of
visual reasoning but is also able to make use of any additional information if available.
Specifically, we propose that an intuitive way of combining the information coming
from these different modalities is to extract from them the spatial knowledge about
the image. We showcase that in the presence of additional external information in the
form of scene-graph annotations, it is possible to utilize probabilistic logical languages
such as Probabilistic Soft Logic (Bach et al., 2017) to encode spatial knowledge from
scen-graph information. We also outline how the Knowledge Distillation (Hinton
et al., 2015; Vapnik and Izmailov, 2015; Hu et al., 2016b) paradigm can be exploited
to distill the representation learned from this additional source of information into
existing visual reasoning architectures. For the case when this external information is
not present, we employ in-network attention mechanism to emulate the spatial mask
encoding process.
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3.2 Related Works
Our work is influenced by the following thrusts of work: probabilistic logical
reasoning, spatial reasoning, reasoning in neural networks, knowledge distillation;
and the target application area of Visual Question Answering.
Researchers from the KR&R community, and the Probabilistic Reasoning com-
munity have come up with several robust probabilistic reasoning languages which are
deemed more suitable to reason with real-world noisy data, and incomplete or noisy
background knowledge. Some of the popular ones among these reasoning languages
are Markov Logic Network (Richardson and Domingos, 2006), Probabilistic Soft Logic
(Bach et al., 2017), and ProbLog (De Raedt et al., 2007). Even though these new
theories are considerable large steps towards modeling uncertainty (beyond previous
languages engines such as Answer Set Programming (Baral, 2003)); the benefit of
using these reasoning engines has not been successfully shown on large real-world
datasets. This is one of the reasons, recent advances in deep learning, especially the
works of modeling knowledge distillation (Hinton et al., 2015; Vapnik and Izmailov,
2015) and relational reasoning have received significant interest from the community.
Our work is also influenced by this series of works such as Region Connection
Calculus etc., in the sense of what “privileged information” we expect along-with
the image and the question. For the CLEVR dataset, the relations left, right,
front, behind can be used as a closed set of spatial relations among the objects
and that often suffices to answer most questions. For real images, a scene graph that
encodes spatial relations among objects and regions, such as proposed in (Elliott and
Keller, 2013) would be useful to integrate our methods.
Popular probabilistic reasoning mechanisms from the statistical community often
define distribution with respect to Probabilistic Graphical Models. There have been
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a few attempts to model such graphical models in conjunction with deep learning
architectures (Zheng et al., 2015). However, multi-step relational reasoning, and
reasoning with external domain or commonsense knowledge 1 require the robust
structured modeling of the world as adopted by KR&R languages. In its popular form,
these reasoning languages often use predicates to describe the current world, such
as color(hair, red), shape(object1, sphere), material(object1,metal) etc; and then
declare rules that the world should satisfy. Using these rules, truth values of unknown
predicates are obtained, such as ans(?x,O) etc. Similarly, the work in (Santoro et al.,
2017), defines the relational reasoning module as RN(O) = fφ
(∑
i,j gθ(oi, oj)
)
,where
O denote all objects. In this work, the relation between a pair of objects (i.e. gθ) and
the final function over this collection of relationships i.e. fφ are defined as multilayer
perceptrons (MLP) and are learnt using gradient descent in an end-to-end manner.
This model’s simplicity and its close resemblance to traditional reasoning mechanisms
motivates us to pursue further and integrate external knowledge.
Several methods have been proposed to distill knowledge from a larger model to
a smaller model or from a model with access to privileged information to a model
without such information. (Hinton et al., 2015) first proposed a framework where a
large cumbersome model is trained separately and a smaller student network learns
from both groundtruth labels and the large network. Independently, (Vapnik and
Izmailov, 2015) proposed an architecture where the larger (or the teacher) model has
access to privileged information and the student model does not. These models to-
gether motivated many natural language processing researchers to formulate textual
classification tasks as a teacher-student model, where the teacher has privileged in-
1An example of multi-step reasoning: if event A happens, then B will happen. The event B
causes action C only if event D does not happen. For reasoning with knowledge: consider for a
image with a giraffe, we need to answer “Is the species of the animal in the image and an elephant
same?”
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formation, such as a set of rules; and the student learns from the teacher and the
ground-truth data. The imitation parameter controls how much the student trusts
the teacher’s decision. In (Hu et al., 2016b), an iterative knowledge distillation is
proposed where the teacher and the student learn iteratively and the convolutional
network’s parameters are shared between the models. In (Hu et al., 2016a), the
authors propose to solve sentiment classification, by encoding explicit logical rules
and integrating the grounded rules with the teacher network. These applications of
teacher-student network only exhibited success with classification problems with very
small number of classes (less than three).
In this chapter, we show a knowledge distillation integration with privileged infor-
mation which is applied to a 28-class classification, and we observe that it improves by
a large margin on the baseline. In (Yu et al., 2017), the authors use encoded linguistic
knowledge in the form of P (pred|obj, subj) to perform Visual Relationship Detection.
In this work, we apply knowledge distillation in a visual question answering setting,
that require both visual reasoning and question understanding.
In the absence of the scene information or in cases where such information is expen-
sive to obtain, an attention mask over the image can be predicted inside the network
based upon the posed question. Attention mechanism has been successfully applied in
image captioning (Xu et al., 2015; Mun et al., 2017), machine translation(Bahdanau
et al., 2014; Vaswani et al., 2017) and visual question answering (Yang et al., 2016).
In (Yang et al., 2016), a stacked attention network was used to predict a mask over
the image. They use the question vector separately to query specific image features
to create the first level of attention. In contrast, we combine the question vector with
the whole image features to predict a coarse attention mask.
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3.3 Building Blocks
In this section, we explain the various components of our proposed framework
of learning a multimodal representation for integrating additional spatial information
with existing neural architectures. We start by formalizing the probabilistic reasoning
mechanism which enables us to extract such spatial knowledge in the presence of scene
information. Then, we describe the knowledge distillation paradigm (Hinton et al.,
2015) that enables us to infuse this extracted knowledge into existing networks which
in our case is a relational reasoning architecture (Santoro et al., 2017). We also outline
the in-network computation required in the absence of the scene-graph information.
3.3.1 Probabilistic Reasoning Mechanism
In order to reason about the spatial relations among the objects in a scene and
textual mentions of those objects in the question, we choose Probabilistic Soft Logic
(PSL) (Bach et al., 2017) as our reasoning engine. Using PSL provides us three
advantages: i) (Robust Joint Modeling) from the statistical side, PSL models the
joint distribution of the random variables using a Hinge-Loss Markov Random Field,
ii) (interpretability) we can use clear readable declarative rules that (directly) relates
to defining the clique potentials, and iii) (Convex Optimization) the optimization
function of PSL is designed in a way so that the underlying function remains convex
and that provides an added advantage of faster inference. We use PSL, as it has been
successfully used in Vision applications (London et al., 2013) in the past and it is also
known to scale up better than its counterparts (Richardson and Domingos, 2006).
Hinge-Loss Markov Random Field and PSL
Hinge-Loss Markov Random Fields (HL-MRF) is a general class of continuous-valued
probabilistic graphical model. An HL-MRF is defined as follows: Let y and x be two
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vectors of n and n′ random variables respectively, over the domain D = [0, 1]n+n
′
.
The feasible set D˜ is a subset of D, which satisfies a set of inequality constraints over
the random variables.
A Hinge-Loss Markov Random Field P is a probability density over D, defined as:
if (y,x) /∈ D˜, then P(y|x) = 0; if (y,x) ∈ D˜, then:
P(y|x) ∝ exp(−fw(y,x)). (3.1)
PSL combines the declarative aspect of reasoning languages with conditional de-
pendency modeling power of undirected graphical models. In PSL a set of weighted
if-then rules over first-order predicates is used to specify a Hinge-Loss Markov Ran-
dom field.
In general, let C = (C1, ..., Cm) be such a collection of weighted rules where each
Cj is a disjunction of literals, where each literal is a variable yi or its negation ¬yi,
where yi ∈ y. Let I+j (resp. I−j ) be the set of indices of the variables that are not
negated (resp. negated) in Cj. Each Cj can be represented as:
wj : ∨i∈I+j yi ← ∧i∈I−j yi, (3.2)
or equivalently, wj : ∨i∈I−j (¬yi)
∨∨i∈I+j yi. A rule Cj is associated with a non-
negative weight wj. PSL relaxes the boolean truth values of each ground atom a
(constant term or predicate with all variables replaced by constants) to the interval
[0, 1], denoted as V (a). To compute soft truth values, Lukasiewicz’s relaxation (Klir
and Yuan, 1995) of conjunctions (∧), disjunctions (∨) and negations (¬) are used:
V (l1 ∧ l2) = max{0, V (l1) + V (l2)− 1}
V (l1 ∨ l2) = min{1, V (l1) + V (l2)}
V (¬l1) = 1− V (l1).
In PSL, the ground atoms are considered as random variables, and the joint dis-
tribution is modeled using Hinge-Loss Markov Random Field (HL-MRF).
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In PSL, the hinge-loss energy function fw is defined as:
fw(y) =
∑
Cj∈C
wj max
{
1−
∑
i∈I+j
V (yi)−
∑
i∈I−j
(1− V (yi)), 0
}
. (3.3)
The maximum-a posteriori (MAP) inference objective of PSL becomes:
arg max
y∈[0,1]n
P (y) ≡ arg max
y∈[0,1]n
exp(−fw(y))
≡ arg min
y∈[0,1]n
∑
Cj∈C
wj max
{
1−
∑
i∈I+j
V (yi)
−
∑
i∈I−j
(1− V (yi)), 0
}
,
(3.4)
where the term wj × max
{
1 −∑i∈I+j V (yi) −∑i∈I−j (1 − V (yi)), 0} measures the
“distance to satisfaction” for each grounded rule Cj.
3.3.2 Knowledge Distillation Framework
While PSL provides a probabilistic knowledge representation , as shown in Fig-
ure 3.2(b), a mechanism is needed to utilize them under the deep neural networks
based systems. We use the generalized knowledge distillation paradigm (Lopez-Paz
et al., 2015), where the teacher’s network can be a larger network performing ad-
ditional computation or have access to privileged information, to achieve this in-
tegration resulting in two different architectures i) External Mask: teacher with
provided ground-truth mask, ii) In-Network Mask: teacher predicts the mask with
additional computation. Here, we provide general formulations for both methods and
give an overview of how the external mask is calculated 2 .
2A detailed example of how we estimate these predicates to calculate the external mask is provided
in the appendix.
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Figure 3.2: (a) The Teacher-Student Distillation Architecture: As the Base of Both
Teacher and Student, We Use the Architecture Proposed by the Authors in (Santoro
et al., 2017). For the Experiment with Pre-processed Mask Generation, We Pass
a Masked Image Through the Convolutional Network and for the Network-predicted
Mask, We Use the Image and Question to Predict an Attention Mask over the Regions.
(B) We Show the Internal Process of Mask Creation.
General Architecture
The general architecture for the teacher-student network is provided in Figure 3.2(a).
Let us denote the teacher network as qφ and the student network as pθ. In both
scenarios, the student network uses the relational reasoning network (Santoro et al.,
2017) to predict the answer. The teacher network uses an LSTM to process the
question, and a convolutional neural network to process the image. Features from
the convolutional network and the final output from the LSTM is used as input to
the relational reasoning module to predict an answer. Additionally in the teacher
network, we predict a mask. For the External Mask setting, the mask is predicted
by a reasoning engine and applied to the image, and for the attention setting, the
mask is predicted using the image and text features and applied over the output from
the convolution. The teacher network qφ is trained using softmax cross-entropy loss
against the ground truth answers for each question. The student network is trained
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using knowledge distillation with the following objective:
θ = arg min
θ∈Θ
N∑
n=1
(1− pi)`1(yn, σθ(xn))
+ pi`2(sn, σθ(xn)),
(3.5)
where xn is the image-question pair, and yn is the answer that is available during
the training phase; the σθ(.) is the usual softmax function; sn is the soft prediction
vector of qφ on xn and `i denotes the loss functions selected according to specific
experiments (usually `1 is cross-entropy and `2 is euclidean norm). pi is often called
the imitation parameter and determines how much the student trusts the teacher’s
predictions.
External Mask Prediction
This experimental setting is motivated by the widely available scene graph informa-
tion in large datasets starting from Sort-of-Clevr and CLEVR to Visual Genome. We
use the following information about the objects and their relationships in the image:
i) the list of attribute, value pairs for each object, ii) the spatial relationships between
objects, and iii) each object’s relative location in the image.
We view the problem as a special case of the bipartite matching problem, where
there is one set of textual mentions (M) of the actual objects and a second set of
actual objects (O). Using probabilistic reasoning we find a matching between object-
mention pairs based on how the attribute-value pairs match between the objects and
the corresponding mentions, and when mention-pairs are consistently related (such
as larger than, left to, next to) as their matched object-pairs. Using the scene graph
data, and by parsing the natural language question, we estimate the value of the fol-
lowing predicates: attro(O,A, V ), attrm(M,A, V ) and consistent(A,O,O1,M,M1).
The predicate attrm(M,A, V ) denotes the confidence that the value of the attribute
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A of the textual mention M is V . The predicate attro(O,A, V ) is similar and denotes
a similar confidence for the object O. The predicate consistent(R,O,O1,M,M1) in-
dicates the confidence that the textual mentions M and M1 are consistent based on
a relationship R (spatial or attribute based), if M is identified with the object O and
M1 is identified with the object O1. Using only these two predicate values, we use
the following two rules to estimate which objects relate to which textual mentions.
w1 : candidate(M,O)← object(O) ∧mention(M)
∧ attro(O,A, V ) ∧ attrm(M,A, V ).
(3.6)
w2 : candidate(M,O)← object(O) ∧mention(M)
∧ candidate(M,O)
∧ candidate(M1, O1)
∧ consistent(A,O,O1,M,M1).
(3.7)
We use the grounded rules (variables replaced by constants) to define the clique
potentials and use eq. 3.4 to find the confidence scores of grounded candidate(M,O)
predicates. Using this mention to object mapping, we use the objects that the ques-
tion refers to. For each object, we use the center location, and create a heatmap that
decays with distance from the center. We use a union of these heatmaps and use it
as the mask. This results into a set of spherical masks over the objects mentioned in
the question, as shown in Figure 3.2(b). To validate our calculated masks, we anno-
tate the CLEVR validation set with the ground-truth objects, using the ground-truth
structured program. We observe that our PSL-based method can achieve a 75% recall
and 70% precision in predicting the ground-truth objects for a question.
In Figure 3.3, we provide more details of the calculated PSL predicates for the
example question and image in Figure 3.2(b). We use this top collection of objects
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and their relative locations to create small spherical masks over the relevant objects
in the images.
Figure 3.3: We Elaborate on the Calculated Psl Predicates for the Example Image
and Question in Figure 3.2(b). The Underlying Optimization Benefits from the Neg-
ative Examples (the consistent Predicate with 0.0, Marked in Red). Hence, These
Predicates Are Also Included in the Program.
In-Network Mask Prediction
The External Mask setting requires privileged information such as scene graph data
about the image, which includes the spatial relations between objects. Such informa-
tion is often expensive to obtain. Hence, in one of our experiments, we attempt to
emulate the mask creation inside the network. We formulate the problem as attention
mask generation over image regions using the image (xI ∈ R64×64×3) and the question
(xq ∈ Rw×d). The calculation can be summarized by the following equations:
rI = conv
∗(xI). qemb = LSTM(xq).
v = tanh(WIrI +Wqqemb + b).
α = exp(v)/
x∗y∑
r=1
exp(vr),
(3.8)
where rI is x × y regions with oc output channels, qemb ∈ Rh is the final hidden
state output from LSTM (hidden state size is h); WI(∈ Rxyoc×xy) and Wq(∈ Rxy×h)
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are the weights and b is the corresponding bias. Finally, the attention α over regions
is obtained by exponentiating the weights and then normalizing them. The attention
α is then reshaped and element-wise multiplied with the region features extracted
from the image. This is considered as a mask over the image regions conditioned on
the question vector and the image features.
3.4 Experiments and Results
We propose two architectures, one where the teacher has privileged information
and the other where the teacher performs additional calculation using auxiliary in-
network modules. We perform experiments to validate whether the direct addition of
information (external mask), or additional modules (model with attention) improves
the teacher’s performance over the baseline. We also perform similar experiments to
validate whether this learned knowledge can be distilled to existing neural networks
(student model) . Additionally, we conduct ablation studies on the probabilistic
logical mechanism using which we predict a ground-truth mask from the question
and the scene information.
3.4.1 Setup
As our testbed, we use the “Sort-of-Clevr” from (Santoro et al., 2017) and the
CLEVR dataset from (Johnson et al., 2016). As the original Sort-of-Clevr dataset is
not publicly available, we create the synthetic dataset as described by the authors.
We use similar specification, i.e., there are 6 objects per image, where each object is
either a circle or a rectangle, and we use 6 colors to identify each different object.
Unlike the original dataset, we generate natural language questions along with their
one-hot vector representation. In our experiments we primarily use the natural-
language question. We only use the one-hot vector to replicate results of the baseline
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Relational Network (RN) 3 . For our experiments, we use 9800 images for training, 200
images each for validation and testing. There are 10 question-answer pairs for each
image. For Sort-of-Clevr, we use four convolutional layers with 32, 64, 128 and 256
kernels, ReLU non-linearities, and batch normalization. The questions were passed
through an LSTM where the word embeddings are initialized with 50-dimensional
Glove embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014). The LSTM output and the convolutional
features are passed through the RN network 4 . The baseline model was optimized
with a cross-entropy loss function using the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of
1e−4 and mini-batches of size 64. For CLEVR, we use the Stacked Attention Network
(Yang et al., 2016) with the similar convolutional network and LSTM as above. We
get similar results with VGG-16 as the convolutional network. Instead of the RN
layer, we pass the two outputs through two levels of stacked attention, followed by
a fully-connected layer. On top of this basic architecture, we define the student and
teacher networks. The student network uses the same architecture as the baseline.
We propose two variations of the teacher network, and we empirically show how these
proposed changes improve upon the performance of the baseline network.
3.4.2 External Mask Prediction
In this setting of the experiment, the ground-truth mask, as calculated in 3.3.2,
is element-wise multiplied to the image and then the image is passed through the
convolutional network. We experiment with both sequential and iterative knowledge
distillation. In the sequential setting, we first train the teacher network for 100 epochs
3We were unable to replicate the results of (Santoro et al., 2017) on CLEVR dataset. Thus we use
another baseline (Stacked Attention Network) and show how our method improves on that baseline.
Based on our experiments, the best accuracy obtained by the baseline reasoning network is 68%
with a batch-size of 640 on a single-GPU worker, after running for 600 epochs over the dataset.
4A four-layer MLP consisting of 2000 units per layer with ReLU non-linearities is used for gθ;
and a four-layer MLP consisting of 2000, 1000, 500, and 100 units with ReLU non-linearities used
for fφ.
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with random embedding size of 32, batch size as 64, learning rate 0.0001. In the
previous attempts to use distillation in natural language processing (Hu et al., 2016a;
Kim and Rush, 2016), the optimal value of pi has been reported as min(0.9, 1− 0.9t)
or 0.9t. Intuitively, either at the early or at the latter stages, the student almost
completely trusts the teacher. However, our experiments show different results. For
the student network, we employ a hyperparamter search on the value of imitation
parameter pi and use two settings, where pi is fixed throughout the training and in
the second setting, pi is varied using min(pi, 1− pit). We vary the loss `2 among cross
entropy and euclidean norm.
Figure 3.4: External Mask Prediction: Test Accuracy for Different Hyperparamter
Combination to Obtain the Best Imitation Parameter (pi) for Student for Sequential
Knowledge Distillation.
The results of the hyperparameter optimization experiment is depicted in Fig-
ure 3.4. From this experiment, it can be observed that varying pi over epochs gives
better results than using a fixed pi value for training the student. We observe a sharp
increase in accuracy using the pi value 0.575. This result is more consistent with the
parameter value chosen by the authors in (Yu et al., 2017). We also experiment by
varying the word embedding (50-dimensional glove embedding and 32-dimensional
word embedding) and learning rate. For sequential knowledge distillation, we get the
best results with glove embedding and learning rate as 1e−4. However, we get huge
improvements by using iterative knowledge distillation, where in each alternate epoch
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the student learns from the teacher and the groundtruth data; and the teacher learns
from its original loss function and the student’s soft prediction (similar to Eqn. 3.5).
Both weighted loss functions use the imitation parameter 0.9 (which remains fixed
during training). We show the gradual learning of the teacher and the student till 800
epochs in Figure 3.5 and compare it with the RN baseline. We observe that: 1) the
External Mask-augmented Teacher network converges faster than the baseline and 2)
the Student network outperforms the baseline after 650 epochs of training.
Figure 3.5: We Plot Validation Accuracy after Each Epoch for Teacher and Student
Networks for Iterative Knowledge Distillation on Sort-of-clevr Dataset and Compare
with the Baseline.
3.4.3 Larger Model with Attnetion
In this framework, we investigate whether the mask can be learnt inside the net-
work with attention mechanism. We train the teacher network for 200 epochs with
glove vectors of size 50, batch size as 64, learning rate as 0.0001. We have employed
a hyperparamter search over learning rate, embedding type, and learning rate de-
cay, and found that the above configuration produces best results. For the student
network, we employed a similar hyperparamter search on the value of imitation pa-
rameter pi and use two settings, where pi is fixed throughout the training and in the
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Baseline
External Mask In-Network Mask Performance Boost Over Baseline (∆)
Teacher Student Teacher Student Teacher Student
Sort-of-Clevr 82% (Santoro et al. (2017)) 95.7% 88.2% 87.5% 82.8% 13.7 6.2
CLEVR 53% (Yang et al. (2016)) 58% 55% - - 5 2
Table 3.1: Test Set Accuracies of Different Architectures for the Sort-of-clevr (with
Natural Language Questions) and CLEVR Dataset. For CLEVR, We Have Used the
Stacked Attention Network (SAN) (Yang et al., 2016) as Baseline and Only Con-
ducted the External-mask Setting Experiment as It Already Calculates In-network
Attention. Our Re-implementation of SAN Achieves 53% Accuracy on CLEVR. Accu-
racy Reported by (Santoro et al., 2017) on SAN Is 61%. The Reported Best Accuracy
for Sort-of-clevr and CLEVR Are 94% (One-hot Questions (Santoro et al., 2017)) and
97.8% ((Perez et al., 2017)).
second setting, pi is varied using min(pi, 1 − pit). We also vary the learning rate and
the type of embedding (random with size 32 or glove vectors of size 50). The effect
of the hyperparameter search is plotted in Fig. 3.6. We have experimented with it-
erative knowledge distillation and the best accuracy obtained for the teacher and the
student networks are similar to that of sequential setting. The best test accuracies of
the student network, the teacher with larger model and the baselines are provided in
Table 3.1.
Figure 3.6: Model with Attention Mask: Test Accuracy for the Student Network
for Different Hyperparamter Combination to Obtain the Best Imitation Parameter
(pi). We Get the Best Validation Accuracy Using the pi as 0.9, `2 as Cross Entropy
Loss and Varying pi by over Epochs.
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3.4.4 Analysis
The reported baseline accuracy on Sort-of-Clevr by (Santoro et al., 2017) is 94%
for both relational and non-relational questions. However, we use LSTMs to embed
the natural language questions. Our implementation of the baseline achieves an
overall test accuracy of 89% with one-hot question representation and 82% with LSTM
embedding of the question. Addition of the pre-processed mask provides an increase in
test accuracy to 95.7%. In contrast, the teacher model with attention mask achieves
87.5%. This is expected as the mask on the image simplifies the task by eliminating
irrelevant region of image with respect to the question.
Student Learning: One may argue that adding such additional information to
a model can be an unfair comparison. However, in this work, our main aim is to inte-
grate additional knowledge (when it is available) with existing neural network archi-
tectures in a multimodal framework for the task of visual reasoning and demonstrate
the benefits that such knowledge can provide. We experiment with the knowledge
distillation paradigm to distill knowledge to a student. Extracted knowledge can be
noisy, imperfect and often costly at test time. The distillation paradigm helps in
this regard as the student network can choose to learn from the ground-truth data
(putting less weight on teacher’s predictions) during the training phase and doesn’t
require the additional knowledge during test time. For Sort-of-Clevr, we see an accu-
racy of 88.2% achieved by the student network (in external mask setting), whereas
for CLEVR the distillation effort increases the accuracy over the baseline method
by 2%. Lastly, we show some qualitative examples of student network’s output on
the Sort-of-Clevr dataset (Fig. 3.7). The qualitative results indicate that our method
can handle counting, spatial relationships well, but fails mostly on cases relating to
shapes. This observation coupled with improvement in generalization validates that
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the spatial knowledge has a significant role in our method.
Figure 3.7: Some Example Images, Questions and Answers from the Synthetically
Generated Sort-of-clevr Dataset. Red-colored Answers Indicate Failure Cases.
3.5 Conclusion
There has been a significant increase in attempts to integrate background informa-
tion with state-of-the-art deep learning architectures for visual reasoning tasks that
require assimilating knowledge from multiple modalities. In this chapter, we show-
cased our multimodal framework which attempted to integrate additional information
in the form of spatial knowledge with existing neural networks to aid visual reasoning.
The spatial knowledge is obtained by reasoning on the natural language question and
additional scene information using the probabilistic soft logic inference mechanism.
We show that such information can be encoded using a mask over the image and in-
tegrated with neural networks using knowledge distillation. Such a procedure shows
significant improvements on the accuracy over the baseline network.
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Chapter 4
TEXT TO IMAGE TRANSLATION
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we explore the general text-to-image translation problem. Text
to image translation task aims at learning a conditional distribution of image given
a text providing a description of said image. One way of learning this conditional
distribution is by learning a joint distribution. The problem itself is ambiguous as a
single input text may correspond to multiple possible output images and vice versa.
Even when the text provides a semantic image description, it is unlikely to account
for every pixel in the image. Thus, it is the system’s task to imagine the features
in the image domain corresponding to the text description. The task of learning
a joint distribution from samples of marginal distribution is also imprecise as there
exists an infinite number of joint distributions that can arrive the given marginal
distribution (Lindvall, 2002). Thus additional assumptions needs to be placed in
order to learn a joint distribution that can help us perform multimodal translation.
In this work we make the assumption of a shared space representation and explore
neural network based architectures for the same. We also investigate the possibility
of controlling the information captured in this shared space. We propose a text-
to-image translation framework based on cross-model embedding hallucination in a
conditional generative modelling setting. The related ambiguity can be confined to a
low-dimensional latent vector to be used for hallucination which can be sampled at
test time. We also propose a single shared-latent space model which doesn’t require
embedding hallucination across modalities. Using the Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011
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(Wah et al., 2011b) dataset, we showcase our frameworks ability to capture the visual
realization of the given text description as well as it’s ability to generate diverse
images.
4.1.1 Motivation
Generation of realistic images based upon text description is a challenging prob-
lem with numerous applications ranging from image editing to improving accessibility.
The task requires to learn a mapping from text domain to RGB image domain. The
map should be able to generate images that are realistic and capture the visual con-
tent represented in the text. Recent developments in generative modelling has spurred
the synthesis of realistic images in the computer vision community. Generative Ad-
versarial Networks (GANs) (Goodfellow et al., 2014) and Variational Autoencoders
(VAEs) (Kingma and Welling, 2013) as well has their conditional variants (Mirza and
Osindero, 2014; Gauthier, 2014; Kingma et al., 2014; Sohn et al., 2015) have shown
impressive performance in multiple tasks such as image super-resolution (Ledig et al.,
2016), image in-painting (Yeh et al., 2017), attribute to image synthesis (Yan et al.,
2016; Vedantam et al., 2017), image to image translation(Isola et al., 2017; Zhu et al.,
2017a,b; Liu et al., 2017) as well as in the task of text to image translation (Reed
et al., 2016b; Zhang et al., 2017a; Dash et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2018; Zhang et al.,
2018).
In this chapter, we concentrate on the problem of generating realistic images given
a semantic image description. An effective text to image generation model should
posses the following properties: 1) Fidelity towards the entities and their interaction
dynamics described in the text, 2) Diversity in the generated image for a given text
by hallucinating concepts implicit or not defined in the text in order to produce a
more coherent image and 3) Controllability in sampling to showcase the extent to
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which the semantics will be captured.
Current text to image synthesis methods falter in one way or the other to capture
the properties of a satisfactory text-to-image translation model. Reed et.al. (Reed
et al., 2016b) addressed the problem using a conditional GAN based framework. They
were able to generate realistic looking images at a resolution of 64x64 but their gener-
ated images lacked details, vivid object parts as well as diversity. StackGAN (Zhang
et al., 2017a) utilized a two stage generation process to produce images of higher
resolution (256x256) where they are able to showcase fidelity but lack diversity in the
generated images. They also lack the ability to control the extent of the expression
of style for the generated image. HDGAN (Zhang et al., 2018) is able to generate
high quality photo-realistic images using the progressive growing of GANs technique
(Karras et al., 2017) but they do not provide any controllability over attributes of
generated samples.
In order to learn such a mapping from semantic image description to image domain
while being faithful to the goal of generating diverse and perceptually realistic images
with control over the sampling procedure, we combine the Variational Autoencoder
paradigm with that of the Generative Adversarial Networks and explore multiple
neural network architectures capable of performing the text-to-image translation task.
We emphasize on the importance of learning a shared representation between these
two modalities. We also propose to provide meaning to this shared latent space by
capturing image regions that are mentioned in the text (also referred to as foreground
in our model) using attention. We investigate stacked attention networks (Yang et al.,
2016) as well as compact bilinear pooling (Gao et al., 2016) methods for learning
said attention maps. We embed the image regions not mentioned in the semantic
description (also referred to as background in our model) in a separate embedding
space and learn the ability to hallucinate such an embedding space conditioned upon
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the input text using co-embedding hallucination.
We show the effectiveness of our model by performing experiments using the pub-
licly available Caltech-UCSB Birds-200-2011 (Wah et al., 2011b) dataset. We perform
experiments related to image generation from text descriptions for all of our archi-
tectures. For the attention based model, we generate the foreground and background
separately and blend them to get the final result. We experiment with using a combi-
nation of class labels and explicit segmentation maps to bolster extraction of attention
map in the shared representation learning process. We also perform quantitative eval-
uation of our model and report the inception score (Salimans et al., 2016) metric and
compare it with the current research in this field.
4.2 Related Works
Generative Modeling: Parametric modeling of the natural image distribution
has been a fundamental problem in computer vision. (Hinton and Salakhutdinov,
2006) learned compressed codes for images using a stack of Restricted Boltzmann
Machines(RBM). Hinton et al. (Hinton, 2009) used RBM and a layer-wise pretraining
routine to produce probabilistic generative models. Variational Autoencoders (VAE)
(Kingma and Welling, 2013) based on Helmholtz Machine (Dayan et al., 1995) have
been used to model the data distribution by defining an approximate density function.
They model stochasticity within the network by reparameterization of latent distri-
bution at training time. Autoregressive models (Efros and Leung, 1999; Oord et al.,
2016; van den Oord et al., 2016) have also shown promise in capturing the natural im-
age statistics but are slow at inference time due to their sequential nature. Recently,
Generative Adversarial Networks (Goodfellow et al., 2014) have shown promising re-
sults in generating high quality sample but the training instability (Salimans et al.,
2016) of traditional GANs often makes it hard to generate high-resolution coherent
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samples. A lot of work have been proposed to stabilize GANs and improve the qual-
ity of the generated samples (Zhu et al., 2017b; Salimans et al., 2016; Arjovsky and
Bottou, 2017; Radford et al., 2015; Nguyen et al., 2016; Gulrajani et al., 2017) in
both conditional and unconditional setting.
Conditional Image Generation: Using the above stated methods, conditional
image generation has also been studied. The conditioning parameter can range from
class labels or attributes (Chen et al., 2016; Odena et al., 2016; Yan et al., 2016;
Vedantam et al., 2017) to natural language image descriptions (Reed et al., 2016b,c;
Zhang et al., 2017a) or on images themselves (Taigman et al., 2016; Isola et al., 2017;
Zhu et al., 2017a; Liu et al., 2017). Both VAE (Sohn et al., 2015; Walker et al., 2016)
and autoregressive models (van den Oord et al., 2016) have shown promising results.
Conditional GAN based frameworks have resulted in substantial boost in the quality
of the results (Reed et al., 2016b; Zhang et al., 2017a; Xu et al., 2018; Zhang et al.,
2018).
Fusion of Variational and Adversarial Learning: VAEs and GANs have been
combined before in (Larsen et al., 2015; Berthelot et al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2017b).
In BEGAN (Berthelot et al., 2017) the discriminator of a GAN is replaced by an
autoencoder, whereas, in (Larsen et al., 2015) the decoder of a VAE is the same
as the generator of a GAN. In (Zhu et al., 2017b), the embedding produced by a
VAE is being used as the noise code for a conditional image-to-image translation
GAN. In (Rosca et al., 2017), the authors explored various ways in which variational
and adversarial objectives can be fused together. In their work, they learn both
the posterior distribution and the likelihood distribution of the variational objective
using adversarial training. Unlike their work, we use the adversarial training in the
embedding space to learn a conditional co-embedding distribution. We also explore
an experimental setup where we have adversarial object on the likelihood space. We
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also investigate if the Joint-VAE framework described in (Vedantam et al., 2017)
can be extended to natural language sentences and formulated as a Joint-VAE-GAN
framework. Inspired by the (Liu et al., 2017) work on image to image translation,
we also explore if such a model can be adapted to combine the visual and the text
modality.
Text-to-Image Generation: Several methods have been proposed to generate
images from unstructured text. Mansimov et al (Mansimov et al., 2015) built an
AlignDRAW model by learning to estimate alignment between text and the gener-
ating canvas. Nguyen et al (Nguyen et al., 2016) used an approximate Langevin
sampling approach to generate images conditioned on text. However, their sampling
approach requires an inefficient iterative optimization process. Reed et.al (Reed et al.,
2016b) proposed a conditional GAN architecture called GAN-INT to generate plausi-
ble images conditioned upon semantic image description. Even though their method
was able to produce images that looked plausible with respect to the input text con-
dition, the synthesized images lacked details and diversity. In their follow up work
called GAWWN (Reed et al., 2016c), they utilized additional supervision in the form
of bounding boxes and key-points to generate more realistic images at a higher reso-
lution (128x128). In (Zhang et al., 2017a), the authors proposed stacking two GANs
together to provide more information to the second GAN in the sequence. This helped
them in generating images of higher resolution (256x256) and provide more details
to the synthesized images. In HDGAN (Zhang et al., 2018), the authors leveraged a
hierarchically nested architecture based upon (Karras et al., 2017) to generate photo-
realistic images of even higher resolution (512x512). Even though their generated
images look very realistic, they lack diversity and control in generating a sample.
They also suffer implicit mode collapse as their background and orientation of fore-
ground objects do not show much variability. Motivated by the fact that variational
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autoencoder based GANs tend to discourage such implicit mode collapse (Rosca et al.,
2017), we utilize this paradigm as part of our framework.
By using a VAE, we are grounding the generator of our GAN using a percep-
tual similarity metric, the reconstruction loss in our case, thus helping in mitigating
some of issues related to mode-collapse. Also, since our co-embedding hallucination
is being done on a lower dimensional embedding space, making it less prone to the
complications related to unstability in GAN training. For the model with attention,
by generating the foreground object separately from the background, we are allowing
for a greater variability to be present in the foreground. At the same time, since
background generation is conditioned upon foreground embedding space, we are al-
lowing for the model to generate coherent images. We have trained our model in an
end-to-end framework.
4.3 Building Blocks
Contemprorary generative models viz. Generative Adversarial Netwroks (Good-
fellow et al., 2014) and Variational Autoencoder (Kingma and Welling, 2013) form
the fundamental units of our framework. We briefly discuss them below:
4.3.1 Variatinal Autoencoders
Variational Autoencoders are latent variable models that describe a stochastic
process by which modeled data is assumed to be generated. Thus, it provides us a
process by which synthetic data can be simulated from model distribution. Let x be
the observed data points and z be the latent variables. Let p(x, z) define the para-
metric model distribution, and p(x|z) be the generative mdoel defined over the latent
variables. Given a dataset X = {x1, x2, ..., xN}, we wish to perform the maximum
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likelihood learning of the parameters of the generative model:
log p(X) =
N∑
i=1
log p(xi) (4.1)
In general, the marginal likelihood is intractable to compute for generative models
that have high-dimensional latent variables and flexible priors and likelihoods. A
solution is to introduce q(z|x), an approximate parameteric inference model defined
over the latent variables, and optimize the variational lower bound on the marginal
log-likelihood of each observation x:
log p(X) ≥ Eq(z|x)[log p(x, z)− log q(z|x)] = L(x; θ) (4.2)
where θ represents the parameters aka weights of the p and q models.
There are various ways of optimizing the lower bound L(x; θ); for continous z, it
can done efficiently by using the re-parameterization trick introduced in (Kingma and
Welling, 2013). This way of optimizing the variational lower bound with a paramet-
ric inference network and reparameterization of continuous latent variables is usually
called Variational Autoencoder (VAE) and draws its inspiration from Helmholtz ma-
chines (Dayan et al., 1995). The “autoencoding” terminology comes from the fact
that the lower bound L(x; θ) can be re-arranged:
L(x; θ) = Eq(z|x)[log p(x|z)]−DKL(q(z|x)||p(z)) (4.3)
where the first term can be seen as the expectation of negative reconstruction error
and the KL divergence term can be seen as a regularizer, which as a whole could be
seen as a regularized autoencoder loss with q(z|x) being the encoder and p(x|z) being
the decoder. In the context of 2D images modeling, the decoding distribution p(x|z)
is usually chosen to be a simple factorized distribution, i.e. p(x|z) = ∏i p(xi|z), and
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this setup often yields a sharp decoding distribution p(x|z) that tends to reconstruct
original datapoint x exactly.
4.3.2 Generative Adversarial Networks
Generative Adversarial Networks are implicit latent variable models that overcome
the intractable marginal likelihood computation performed in VAEs by never actually
computing them. Instead they rely on implicit signals to learn the parameters of
their generative model. In their vanilla form, it consists of two adversarial model,
a generator G and a discriminator D, playing a mini-max game. G is a generative
model or neural network that tries to capture the data distribution whereas D is a
discriminative model that tries to estimate the probability whether the sample came
from training data X or was generated by G. Both G and D are designed to learn a
non-linear mapping using neural network architecture.
To learn the generative distribution pg over data X , the generator builds a map-
ping function from a prior noise distribution pz(z) to data space as G(z; θg). And
the discriminator, D(x; θd), outputs a single scalar representing the probability that
sample x came form training data X rather than pg. Here, θg and θd are parameters
of the Generator G and discriminator D respectively.
In the vanilla form, G and D are both trained simultaneously: we adjust param-
eters for G to minimize log(1 − D(G(z)) and adjust parameters for D to minimize
logD(X), as if they are following the two-player min-max game with value function
V (G,D):
min
G
max
D
V (D,G) = Ex∼pdata(x)[logD(x)] + Ex∼px(z)[log(1−D(G(z)))] (4.4)
Around their inception, these models have been criticized with the issues related
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to unstable training arising from saddle point optimization problem as well as the
generator only partially covering the actual data distribution, termed as the mode
collapse problem. Several improvements have been made on top of this vanilla for-
mulation (Arjovsky and Bottou, 2017; Arjovsky et al., 2017; Gulrajani et al., 2017;
Miyato et al., 2018) as well as empirical results (Radford et al., 2015; Salimans et al.,
2016; Rosca et al., 2017; Brock et al., 2018) have resulted in various tricks that tend to
help stabilize the training of the two networks and mitigate the issue of mode-collapse.
4.4 Using Cross Modal Hallucination
In this section we discuss a direct cross modal embedding hallucination formulation
based upon the Joint VAE-GAN framework inspired from (Vedantam et al., 2017).
We learn three separate embedding spaces, two of them capturing unique information
contained in the two input modalities and a shared embedding space capturing the
common information between the two modalities. The overall architecture for training
and test phase can be summed up in Figure 4.1.
Instead of using an attribute vector as in (Vedantam et al., 2017), we train our
model on unstructured text. Using the Joint-VAE formulation, we learn a separate
latent space for both the input text and image. We also learn a shared latent space
in order to capture the space of common concepts present in the image and the
corresponding text. We define the joint distribution as:
pθ(x, y, z) = pθ(z)pθ(x|z)pθ(y|z) (4.5)
Here, pθ(x|z) and pθ(y|z) are the decoders for image and the text respectively.
The objective function similar to (Vedantam et al., 2017) can be written as :
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Figure 4.1: Joint-VAE-GAN Network Architecture to Perform Text-to-Image Trans-
lation Task by Hallucinating Image and Shared Embedding from Text Embeddings.
Part (a) Refers to the Network Being Used During the Training Phase Whereas Part
(b) Refers to the Network Being Used During Inference. The Image (I), Text (t) and
Shared (I, t) Encoders Are Denoted by E, the Decoders by De. Image and Shared
Space Hallucinators Are Shown by G and Their Discriminators and Encoders by D
and En Respectively.
LJoint−V AE(x, y) = E
z∼q(z|x,y)
[λxyx log(p(x|z)) + λxyy log(p(y|z))]
−KL(q(z|x, y), p(z)) + E
z∼q(z|x)
[λxxlog(p(x|z))]
−KL(q(z|x), p(z)) + E
z∼q(z|y)
[λyylog(p(y|z))]
−KL(q(z|y), p(z)) (4.6)
Here, x and y for the input image and text pair. p(z) is the prior on the latent space,
where, p(z) ∼ N(0, I) and modeling the joint distribution of p(z, x, y) helps us learn
a joint posterior space. In order to have access to the image and shared embedding
spaces during inference, we train two conditional GANs as side arms of the Join-VAE
framework as can be seen in Figure 4.1. GANs train a generator G and discriminator
D by formulating their objective as an adversarial game. The discriminator attempts
to differentiate between real target from the dataset and fake samples produced by the
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generator. In our setting, our real as well as the fake supports are moving objectives
converging over time when the setup is being trained in an end-to-end fashion. Here,
as the Joint-VAE learns a better embedding space, the discriminator gets better input
as real targets and thus over time provides better loss to the generator. This helps
us to prevent the case where the discriminator gets too strong too quickly. Thus, it
allows the generator to learn to map from the text to the image and shared embedding
space gradually.
We use a conditional version of LSGAN (Mao et al., 2017) and can write the
objective functions for D and G for the image embedding hallucinator as follows:
min
D
VLSGAN(D) = 1/2 E
ex∼p(z|x),ey∼p(z|y)
[(D(ex, ey)− 1)2]
+ 1/2 E
z∼pz(z),ey∼p(z|y)
[(D(G(z, ey), ey))
2]
(4.7)
min
G
VLSGAN(G) = 1/2 E
z∼pz(z),ey∼p(z|y)
[(D(G(z, ey), ey)− 1)2] (4.8)
Here, ey is the text embedding learned by the Joint-VAE-GAN. Similar to (Mirza
and Osindero, 2014), we concatenate the real or the generated image ex or shared
space ex,y embedding with the conditioning text embedding ey before passing it to
D. In order to encourage the generator to utilize the latent code z, we use the
technique described as bijectivity constraint in (Zhu et al., 2017b) and encode the
output of the generator using an encoder E. The input latent code z to the generator
is sampled from N (0, I) whereas the encoder is trying to obtain it’s point estimate
zˆ = E(G(ey, z)). The overall loss for our hallucinators can thus be written as follows
where Llatent1 is the `1 loss between the input latent code and the encoded generator
output.
Lhal = argmin
G,E
max
D
LLSGAN(G,D) + λlatentLlatent1 (G,E) (4.9)
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During inference, the input for our model is the unstructured text providing a
sematic description for the image. This is first embedded using the text encoder
of the Joint-VAE-GAN framework to obtain ey. This embedding is further used to
generate the image ex and the shared embedding space ex,y using their respective
conditional GANs. The combined embedding can then be passed through the image
decoder of the Joint-VAE-GAN framework.
4.4.1 Implementation Details
We implemented our image encoder with convolution and batch-normalization
layers and leaky relu as the activation function. This results in a 512 dimensional
mean and stddev vectors. Using the reparameterization trick (Kingma and Welling,
2013), we obtain our image latent space vector. The text encoder is a simple 2 layer
mlp. It’s input is the char-cnn-rnn embeddings provided by (Reed et al., 2016a). The
output is a 512 dimensional conditionally augmented or re-parameterized (Kingma
and Welling, 2013; Zhang et al., 2017a) embedding vector. For the shared encoder,
the image is first convolved and down-sampled, using the same fundamental units
as used in the image encoder, to a 4x4x512 tensor. The char-cnn-rnn embeddings
are encoded using an mlp to a 256 dimensional vector. This vector is then spatially
replicated before performing a depth-wise concatenation with the image feature map.
A 1x1 convolution is performed on this feature map to reduce it’s depth dimension
to 512. It is further convolved, flattened and reduced to a 512 dimensional mean and
stddev vector. Re-parameterization trick (Kingma and Welling, 2013) is applied on
the mean and the stddev vectors to produce the shared space embedding.
Our image decoder follows the DCGAN’s (Radford et al., 2015) discriminator’s
architecture. The text decoder is a mlp mapping back to the char-cnn-rnn embed-
ding’s dimension. The image, text and shared space embeddings are concatenated
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before passing them through the decoders.
We use a U-net (Ronneberger et al., 2015) based architecture for the conditional
embedding space hallucinators. The architecture has been shown to produce strong
results in the unimodal image prediction setting. We also experimented with multiple
other networks for the hallucinators but found u-net based network to produce better
results.
4.4.2 Result and Failure Analysis
To quantitatively evaluate the performance of our model, we calculated the incep-
tion score (Salimans et al., 2016) metric for this version of our formulation. Inception
score tries to formalize the concept of realism for a generated set of images by breaking
the concept into two criteria:
• Every realistic image should be recognizable, which means that the score dis-
tribution for it must be, ideally, dominated by one class.
• Class distribution over the whole sample should be as close to uniform as pos-
sible, in other words, a good generator is a diverse generator.
I = expEx[DKL(p(y|x)||p(y))] (4.10)
It does so by computing the average of the KL-divergences between the conditional
label distributions of samples and marginal distributions obtained from all the samples
as shown in eq. 4.10. As suggested in (Salimans et al., 2016) and similar to (Zhang
et al., 2017a), we evaluate this metric on 30k samples by passing them on a pre-
trained inception model.The results are given in Table 4.1.
Some qualitative results can be shown in Figure 4.2. We perform additional
post-processing step to sharpen the output images similar to (Mansimov et al., 2015).
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Metric
GAN-INT-CLS
(Reed et al., 2016b)
StackGAN-I
(Zhang et al., 2017a)
Ours
(Joint-VAE-GAN)
HDGAN
(Zhang et al., 2018)
Inception Score 2.88 ± 0.04 2.95 ± 0.02 2.89 ± 0.06 3.53 ± 0.03
Table 4.1: Inception Score for Joint-VAE-GAN Formulation for 64x64 Images.
Subsequent analysis of the architecture and the results brought forth the following
issues with this formulation:
Figure 4.2: Qualitative Results of Our Joint-VAE-GAN Formulation and It’s Com-
parison to StackGan. In Ours, the Rightmost Image Is Generated at the Caculated
Latent Space During Inference for the given Input Text. The Images to the Left Are
Generated by Interpolating the Hallucinated Shared Latent Space While Keeping the
Other Latent Spaces as Constant.
• Collapse between image and shared latent space: As there are no explicit
constraints on what unique information the image and the shared latent space
should capture, the two can collapse to represent the same information. This
is specially true for the chosen dataset for experiments as in the Caltech-UCSD
Birds dataset, the images contain all of the information that can be gathered
from the text providing the semantic description.
This issue can be mitigated by learning only two representational spaces.
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One for the shared information between the image and the semantic text de-
scription and the other for the rest of the information present in the image.
• Variance over-estimation in latent space: Empirically as shown in Figure
4.2, while interpolating the latent space, the image quickly transitions from a
viable image for the given text to noise. This was seen to be true even when
very small steps were taken during interpolation. This can be attributed to
the variance over-estimation problem often seen in the latent space of VAE
(Bowman et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2017) in that it tends to overfit data, and in
the mean time, learn a qφ(z) that has variance tending to infinity. This matters
in practice when dataset is small compared to the difficulty of the task which
is true in our case.
One of the most straight-forward way of solving this issue is to anneal the
KL-divergence loss in the evidence lowerbound formulation.
4.5 Using a Single Shared Embedding Space
In this section we will discuss a single latent space formulation inspired by the
image-to-image translation design of (Liu et al., 2017). Here, we make a shared-
latent space assumption which says that the corresponding text and image pairs can
be mapped to the same shared-latent space. Both the text and the image modalities
are modeled using the VAE-GAN framework (Larsen et al., 2015). We also enforce a
weight-sharing constraint similar to (Liu et al., 2017) which interacts with the adver-
sarial training objectives to enforce the shared latent space to generate corresponding
images and text across domain. The VAEs relate the translated images and text with
input images and text in their respective domains. The shared space assumption can
be depicted in Figure 4.3
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Figure 4.3: The Shared-Latent Space Assumption: We Assume a Pair of Corre-
sponding Images and Text (i1, t1) from the Image and the Text Domains Can Be
Mapped to the Same Latent Embedding z in the Shared Latent Space Z. Here,
E1 and E2 Are Encoders Mapping Images and Text to Their Latent Codes Respec-
tively. G1 and G2 Are Generators Mapping from the Latent Code to Their Respective
Domains.
The overall architecture with the weight-sharing constraint can be depicted in Fig-
ure 4.4. The encoder-generator pair {E1, G1} forms the VAE for the image modality,
termed V AE1. It maps the input image i to a code in the latent space Z via the
encoder E1 and produces both mean µ and variance σ for the latent space unlike (Liu
et al., 2017). This is re-parameterized to obtain the latent code vector and is used
to reconstruct the input image via the generator G1. We assume the components in
the latent space Z are conditionally independent and gaussian with unit variance.
Similarly, {E2, G2} constitues the VAE for the text domain, termed V AE2. The
generator-discriminator pair {G1, D1} forms the GAN for the image domain and the
network combination {E1, G1, D1} forms the VAE-GAN (Larsen et al., 2015) for the
image domain.
The task of translation from input text t to output generated image it→i during
inference can be achieved by first encoding t using E2 to the shared space Z to obtain
the shared latent code z. Then using the image domain generator G1, this latent code
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Figure 4.4: Single Shared-Latent Space VAE-GAN Architecture: Here, E1 and
E2 Are Encoders Mapping Images and Text to Their Latent Codes Respectively. G1
and G2 Are Generators Mapping from the Latent Code to Their Respective Domains.
The Weight Sharing Constraint Is Implemented by Tying the Weights of the Last Few
Layers of E1, E2 and G1, G2 Respectively (as Shown by the Dashed Black Lines).
ii→i and tt→t Are Self-reconstructed Images and Text Respectively. it→i and ti→t Are
Cross-domain Generated Images and Text Respectively. D1 Is the Discriminator for
the Image Domain. iˆi→t→i Shows the Cyclically Reconstructed Image (Dashed Pink
Lines) and tˆt→i→t Is the Cyclically Reconstructed Text (Dashed Cyan Lines).
can be translated to the corresponding sample in the image domain.
As the shared-latent space assumption implies the cyclic-consistency constraint
(Liu et al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2017a), the overall learning task boils down to jointly
solving V AE1 for the image domain, V AE2 for the text domain, adversarial loss us-
ing GAN for both the reconstructed image and the translated image (unlike (Liu
et al., 2017), we pass both the translated and the reconstructed images from G1 to
the discriminator D1. This helps in the learning process as pointed out also in (Rosca
et al., 2017)) and the cyclic-reconstruction losses imposing the cyclic-consistency con-
straints. The overall loss function can be stated in eq. 4.11
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min
E1,E2,G1,G2
max
D1
LV AE1(E1, G1) + LGANrecon(E1, G1, D1) + LGANtrans(E2, G1, D1)
+ LCC1(E1, G1, E2, G2) + LV AE2(E2, G2) + LCC2(E2, G2, E1, G1)
(4.11)
The VAE aims for minimizing the variational upperbound as stated in eq. 4.3.
The VAE objectives for the image and the text domains can be written in eq. 4.12
and eq. 4.13 respectively.
LV AE1(E1, G1) = λ1KL(qE1(z|i)||pz(z))− λ2 E
z∼qE1 (z|i)
[log(pG1 (ˆi
i→i|z))] (4.12)
LV AE2(E2, G2) = λ1KL(qE2(z|t)||pz(z))− λ2 E
z∼qE2 (z|t)
[log(pG2(tˆ
t→t|z))] (4.13)
Here, iˆi→i and tˆt→t referes to the reconstructed image and the text from their
respective domains. We have an image discriminator D1 in our formulation. Unlike
(Liu et al., 2017), we use both the reconstructed and the translated images for the
adversarial loses as this helps in further stabilizing the optimization problem. The
translated and the reconstructed adversarial losses can be summed up in eq. 4.14 and
eq. 4.15 respectively.
LGANtrans(E2, G1, D1) = λ0 E
i∼PI
[log(D1(i))] + λ0 E
z∼qE2 (z|t)
[log(1−D1(G1(z))] (4.14)
LGANrecon(E1, G1, D1) = λ0 E
i∼PI
[log(D1(i))] + λ0 E
z∼qE1 (z|i)
[log(1−D1(G1(z))] (4.15)
As previously stated, the shared-latent space assumption implies the cyclic-consistency
constraint. We have explicitly provided this constraint as part of our optimization
problem as the task of learning multimodal translation using joint distribution is ill
posed and having more constraints is beneficial. The cyclic-consistency constraints
are outlined in eq. 4.16 and eq. 4.17. Here, ti→t is the text translated from image and
it→i is the image translated from the corresponding text.
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LCC1(E1, G1, E2, G2) = λ3KL(qi(z|i)||pz(z)) + λ3KL(qt(z|ti→t)||pz(z))
− λ4 E
z∼qt(z|ti→t)
[log(pG1(i|z))]
(4.16)
LCC2(E2, G2, E1, G1) = λ3KL(qt(z|t)||pz(z)) + λ3KL(qi(z|it→i)||pz(z))
− λ4 E
z∼qi(z|it→i)
[log(pG2(t|z))]
(4.17)
We have modeled pG1 and pG2 as Gaussian distributions and utilized binary cross-
entropy losses for our reconstruction terms unlike (Liu et al., 2017) which treats
them as Laplacian distributions. The prior distribution pz(z) is a zero mean Gaussian
pz(z) ∼ N (z|0, I). The hyperparameters λ1 and λ2 control the contribution of the KL
and the reconstruction terms of V AE1 and V AE2 respectively. The hyperparameter
λ0 controls the impact of the GAN objective functions. The hyperparmaeters λ3 and
λ4 control the weights of the KL-divergence terms and the cyclic reconstruction terms
in the cyclic consistency objective functions.
4.5.1 Implementation Details
We implemented both the image and text encoder and generator in fully convo-
lutional manner. The image encoder and generator resemble DCGANs discriminator
and generator architectures respectively. The basic building blocks are convolutional
and batch-normalization layers followed by leaky-relu as the activation function. The
text encoder and generator follow the encoder and decoder architectures provided in
(Zhang et al., 2017b). The output of the text generator for each word in the output
sentence is a probability distribution over all of the unique words in the text vocab-
ulary. The reconstruction loss is taken between the input list of vocabulary index
and the indices with the highest probaility value for each of the words in the output
sentence. The image discriminator is a multi-scale discriminator (Karras et al., 2017).
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The implementation was validated on the Caltech-UCSD CUB-Birds dataset (Wah
et al., 2011b).The shared-latent space code is a vector of dimension 512. We tried
multiple values for our hyperparameters and settled upon the following dictionary of
values: {λ0 : 10.0, λ1 : 0.1, λ2 : 50.0, λ3 : 0.1, λ4 : 100.0}. Unlike (Liu et al., 2017), we
also perform logistic annealing of our KL-divergence term (Bowman et al., 2015). We
also experimented with the trade-off between the number of iterations of the VAE-
GAN generator and the discriminator and found 2 discriminator iterations per image
and text VAE-GAN iteration combined to be most useful. We used Adam optimizer
for training with a learning rate of 0.0001 for both the VAE-GAN generator and
image discriminator. The momentums for the optimizer were set to 0.5 and 0.999.
We trained with a batch size of 64. During training, for each of the input image, one
text description out of the 5 provided description was chosen at random. We used
300 dimensional glove embeddings to embeded our input sentences. The 80/20 train
and test split was achieved on the entire dataset. The experiments were done with
both cropped and un-cropped images using the bounding box information provided
in the dataset.
4.5.2 Result and Failure Analysis
Language Model Evaluation
As an aside, we also examined the performance of the fully convolutional language
model using the Hotel Reviews dataset. We follow the architecture outlined in (Zhang
et al., 2017b) for the reconstruction task and have a 4-layer convolutional encoder
followed by a 4-layer convolutional decoder. The last layer of the encoder and the
first layer of the decoder of this architecture have their weights tied with the image
encoder and generator respectively when used as part of the overall architecture.
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Unlike (Zhang et al., 2017b), which implements an autoencoder, we utilize the
VAE paradigm thus lending our model the ability to generate novel sentences. The
loss function of our model is equivalent to eq. 4.13. For the Hotel Reviews dataset, we
closely followed the training criterion and hyperparameter values outlined in (Zhang
et al., 2017b). We also performed stochastic annealing of the KL-divergence term
in eq. 4.13. For quantitative evaluation, we calculated BLEU score (Papineni et al.,
2002) between our reconstructed and input senteces similar to (Zhang et al., 2017b).
The results are provided in Table 4.2.
Model BLEU
CNN-DCNN
(Zhang et al., 2017b)
94.2
Ours 90.8
Table 4.2: BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) Score Comparison Between Our Language
Model and (Zhang et al., 2017b).
Qualitative results for the hotel reviews dataset compairing our output with
(Zhang et al., 2017b) is given Table 4.3 as well as some reconstructed and gener-
ated samples from the CUB Birds dataset (Wah et al., 2011a) is given in Table 4.4
Ground-truth:
on every visit to nyc , the hotel beacon is the place we love to stay . so conveniently located to central park , lincoln
center and great local restaurants . the rooms are lovely . beds so comfortable , a great little kitchen and new wizz
bang coffee maker . the staff are so accommodating and just love walking across the street to the fairway supermarket
with every imaginable goodies to eat .
CNN-DCNN
on every visit to nyc , the hotel beacon is the place we love to stay . so closely located to central park , lincoln center
and great local restaurants . biggest rooms are lovely . beds so comfortable , a great little kitchen and new UNK
suggestion coffee maker . the staff turned so accommodating and just love walking across the street to former fairway
supermarket with every food taxes to eat .
Ours
on every visit to nyc , the hotel beacon is the place we to to stay . so conveniently located to central park , lincoln center
and great lovely restaurants . to rooms are lovely . beds so clean , a great little kitchen and new water bang coffee maker .
the staff are so accommodating and just lovely walking across the street to the fairway supermarket with every imagine good to eat .
Table 4.3: Reconstructed Paragraph of the Hotel Reviews Example Used in (Zhang
et al., 2017b)
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Ground-truth Ours (reconstructed) Ours (generated)
this bird has a large head , a black
bill , and a white breast .
this bird has a large head , a black
bill , and a white breast .
low tourquoise lakc posterior
long distinguished beak .
a small bird with a bright red breast
region and white in the wingbars
region having a white belly and
black crown .
a small bird with a yellow red breast
belt and white in the wingbars
and very a white belly and
black crown .
than smaller wings birds
black wings blue .
the small bird has long tarsus , short
wings , and a medium sized bill .
this small bird has long tarsus with short
wings , and a very belly bill .
this purple yellow bird orange blue plumage
white under breast .
Table 4.4: Reconstructed and Generated Sentences from the CUB Birds Dataset
(Wah et al., 2011a).
Translation Model Evaluation
Similar to previous section, we calculated the inception score (Salimans et al., 2016)
metric for our single shared-latent space formulation. The results are provided in
Table 4.5.
Metric
GAN-INT-CLS
(Reed et al., 2016b)
StackGAN-I
(Zhang et al., 2017a)
Ours (un-cropped)
(Single Shared-Latent Space)
HDGAN
(Zhang et al., 2018)
Inception Score 2.88 ± 0.04 2.95 ± 0.02 2.97 ± 0.03 3.53 ± 0.03
Table 4.5: Inception Score for Single Shared-Latent Space Formulation for 64x64
Images.
Some qualitative results are provided in Figure 4.5. The generated images capture
the attributes present in the text as is also evident by the inception score, but the
results are blurry. This can be attributed to the VAE-GAN architecture iteself which
does generate sharper images compared to vanilla VAE paradigm but they are not as
sharp as vanilla GAN outputs because of the reconstruction terms in the loss function.
A post-processing step used in the previous section can help in reducing the blurriness
of the results. This might also help in increasing the evaluation metric i.e. inception
score.
As we have tied each of the outputs of the generative manifold with that of input
samples, the generative manifold is not as unbounded as using only GAN based
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Figure 4.5: Generated Images for Corresponding Text from Single Share-latent
Space Text to Image Translation Model.
architecture viz (Zhang et al., 2018). Though this helps in mitigating the issue of mode
collapse to some extent, it puts a trade-off on how diverse and novel the generated
samples can be and thus hinders achieving higher inception score. Some results of
interpolation in the latent space for a given text input is provided in Figure 4.6.
From the results we see that interpolation in the latent space using different z vector
results in a change in the pose of the generated bird image as well as a change
in the background. Unlike previous results for the Joint-VAE-GAN model, there
is no apparent issue related to variance over-estimation. To further improve this
model, future directions can be into improving the language model and adding a text
discriminator D2 on top of the text generator G2 to learn a more stable manifold.
Incorporating progressive growing strategy similar to (Karras et al., 2017; Zhang
et al., 2018) is also going to help in improving the results.
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Figure 4.6: Diverse Generated Images for a given Input Text by Interpolating in
the Latent Space.
4.6 Conclusion
Multimodal translation tasks are ambiguous. Learning a joint-representation be-
tween multiple modalities along-with imposing additional constraints on the said
representation can help us learn realize a translation framework. In this chapter,
we showcased our text-to-image translation framework using a combination of con-
temprorary generative modeling techniques. We utilized a variational autoencoder in
conjunction with a generative adversarial network to learn a shared representation
between the text and the image modalities. We demonstrated the outcomes of such a
formulation and provided both qualitative and quantitative results, using the incep-
tion score, on publicly available dataset. We also analyzed failure cases and provided
possible ways to overcome these issues and future directions for the work.
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSIONS
The presented work shows the effectiveness of multimodal learning for tackling visual
reasoning and multimodal translation tasks. In chapter 3, we showcased how a mul-
timodal framework can be adopted to distill the representation learned from external
knowledge into existing neural network architectures. We answered the fundamen-
tal questions related to the whereabouts of such knowledge for the task of visual
reasoning. Specifically we showed how additional information present in the form
of scene-graph information can be integrated with existing architectures by leverag-
ing probabilistic reasoning mechanisms. The probabilistic soft logic engine was used
identify the object mentions in the questions and their corresponding location in the
text to generate a spatial mask over the image depicting regions of interest. This
knowledge was distilled into existing visual reasoning architectures in a generalized
knowledge distillation framework. We also demonstrated how such a representation
can be emulated inside the model using attention. The efficacy of the framework was
demonstrated on two publicly available datasets i.e. CLEVR and Sort-of-Clevr.
In chapter 4, we tackled the task of multimodal translation and proposed a gneer-
alized framework for text-to-image translation. Using the publicly available Caltech-
UCSD Birds-200-2011 dataset, we demonstrated how semantic description of images
can be consumed in our framework to generate novel image samples that retain the
properties depicted in the text. Using the inception score as the quantitative criteria,
we provided how our framework fares against other research in this task. We also
analyzed the failure cases of our framework and proposed ways to overcome them
which we will be incorporating in our future work.
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APPENDIX A
VISUAL REASONING AND MULTIMODAL REPRESENTATION
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A.1 External Mask Prediction Example
We first describe how we obtain the predicate confidence scores for both CLEVR
(Johnson et al., 2016) and Sort-of-Clevr (Santoro et al., 2017) datasets. We use the
image and the question from Figure 3.2 as the running example.
Figure A.1: Internal Process of Mask Creation.
From chapter 3, the two equations required to estimate which object mentions are
related to which textual mentions are as follows:
w1 : candidate(M,O)← object(O) ∧mention(M)
∧ attro(O,A, V ) ∧ attrm(M,A, V ). (A.1)
w2 : candidate(M,O)← object(O) ∧mention(M)
∧ candidate(M,O)
∧ candidate(M1, O1)
∧ consistent(A,O,O1,M,M1).
(A.2)
attro(O,A, V ) was directly obtained by leveraging the synthetic data generation
process, which is similar to CLEVR dataset generation (Johnson et al., 2016). For
example attro(o1, size, small) = 1.0, attro(o1, material,matte) = 1.0 for the leftmost
brown cylinder for the image I. To obtain confidence scores for attrm(M,A, V ), we
parse the natural language question using the Stanford syntactic dependency parser
(De Marneffe et al., 2006) to obtain all nouns. For all the nouns, we extract the qual-
ifying adjectives and each qualifying adjective is assigned to an attribute (shape, size,
color, material) using a similarity measure (average similarity based on Word2vec and
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WordNet 1 ). For the example question, we obtain attrm(?x0, shape, cylinder) = 1.0,
attrm(?x1, color, brown) = 1.0. Then, for each textual mention M , we maintain a
list of objects, where an object is only filtered out if the object and mention have
a conflicting property-value pair. To obtain the consistent(R,O,O1,M,M1) values,
we perform the following steps: 1) for each mention-pair (M , M1), we choose a cor-
responding candidate object-pair (O, O1), 2) for the mention-pair we extract the
shortest-path from the syntactic dependency tree and match with the type of at-
tribute (size, shape, left, right, beside) using the highest word-similarity measure, 3)
if the attribute is a property (such as shape, size, color), then the mentioned rela-
tion is found (same, as large as, larger than, greater than) and the property values
of objects O and O1 are used to check their consistency. If they are consistent we
use 1.0 or else we use 0.0 as the score; and 4) if the attribute is spatial (such as left
to, right to, beside, next) then we check the spatial relationship and use the confi-
dence of 1.0 if the object-pair O,O1 is consistent, otherwise we use 0.0; for example
consistent(left, o3, o6, ?x1, ?x2) = 1.0 in the example image. Using the above predi-
cate values, we use the PSL engine to infer the candidate objects and calculate the
ground-truth mask.
1WordNet-based word pair similarities is calculated as a product of length (of the shortest path
between sysnsets of the words), and depth (the depth of the subsumer in the hierarchical semantic
net) (Li et al., 2006).
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